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We come to you to lead our search,
and learn to reach beyond ourselves –
below the earth, beyond the stars –
to form our dreams for better years.
Here, green and bronze in nature, light –
sweet pine forest that surround us,
ocean waters that sustain us –
reflect your standards that prepare us.
May we return in thought and care
to share your promise of enrichment,
and celebrate and sing our praise
for Coastal Carolina.
– Bennie Lee Sinclair
The Coastal Carolina University Alma Mater was written in 1994 by the late Bennie Lee Sinclair,
the fifth poet laureate of South Carolina, to commemorate the first year of the institution’s status as a university.
The original score for the Alma Mater was written by Coastal Carolina University emeritus professor William R. Hamilton.

ORDER OF EXERCISES
Processional ~ Pomp and Circumstance
Sir Edward Elgar 









Introduction of Senior Class Representative
Introduction of Speaker
Coastal Carolina University Brass Ensemble
Matthew S. White 
Director of Ensembles, Associate Professor of Music
David A. DeCenzo
President, Coastal Carolina University 
Coastal Carolina University Army ROTC
Coastal Carolina University Brass Ensemble
Courtney Gruber ‘17
Candidate, Master of Arts in Teaching
The Reverend Mark Burlinson
Chaplain Council, Coastal Carolina University 
David A. DeCenzo
William S. Biggs
Chairman, Coastal Carolina University Board of Trustees
David A. DeCenzo
J. Ralph Byington
Provost and Executive Vice President, Coastal Carolina University 
Megan Garrell 
Senior, Communication Major
Friday, May 4, 2018 • 2 p.m.
Thomas W. and Robin W. Edwards College of Humanities and Fine Arts 
University College
ORDER OF EXERCISES
Presentation of Candidates for Degrees
Conferring of Degrees in Course
Alumni
Alma Mater ~ Coastal Carolina
Benediction
Recessional





Head Football Coach, Chairman of the Department of Athletics,
Coastal Carolina University




Daniel J. Ennis 
Dean, Thomas W. and Robin W. Edwards 
College of Humanities and Fine Arts
Sara Hottinger  
Dean, University College
Julie M. Cheney
Executive Director of Alumni Relations, Coastal Carolina University
Coastal Carolina University Brass Ensemble 
Courtney Gruber ‘17
The Reverend Mark Burlinson
Coastal Carolina University Brass Ensemble
Monica S. Bell
Chair, Department of Theatre
Maura Kenny
Bearer of the University Mace, 
Distinguished Professor Emeritus, 
Department of Visual Arts
Address
ORDER OF EXERCISES Friday, May 4, 2018 • 6 p.m.
Spadoni College of Education
E. Craig Wall Sr. College of Business Administration
Processional ~ Pomp and Circumstance
Sir Edward Elgar 









Introduction of Senior Class Representative
Introduction of Speaker
Coastal Carolina University Brass Ensemble
Matthew S. White 
Director of Ensembles, Associate Professor of Music
David A. DeCenzo
President, Coastal Carolina University 
Coastal Carolina University Army ROTC
Coastal Carolina University Brass Ensemble
Courtney Gruber ‘17
Candidate, Master of Arts in Teaching
The Reverend Mark Burlinson
Chaplain Council, Coastal Carolina University 
David A. DeCenzo
William S. Biggs
Chairman, Coastal Carolina University Board of Trustees
David A. DeCenzo
J. Ralph Byington




Presentation of Candidates for Degrees
Conferring of Degrees in Course
Alumni
Alma Mater ~ Coastal Carolina
Benediction
Recessional





Head Football Coach, Chairman of the Department of Athletics,
Coastal Carolina University





Dean, E. Craig Wall Sr. College of Business Administration
Edward Jadallah 
Dean, Spadoni College of Education
Todd A. Setzer ‘02
President, Coastal Carolina University Alumni Association
Coastal Carolina University Brass Ensemble 
Courtney Gruber ‘17
The Reverend Mark Burlinson
Coastal Carolina University Brass Ensemble
Monica S. Bell
Chair, Department of Theatre
Sandra Nelson
Bearer of the University Mace, 
Associate Professor/Coordinator of Physical Education
Spadoni College of Education
Address
ORDER OF EXERCISES Saturday, May 5, 2018 • 8:30 a.m.
College of Science
Processional ~ Pomp and Circumstance
Sir Edward Elgar 









Introduction of Senior Class Representative
Introduction of Speaker
Coastal Carolina University Brass Ensemble
Matthew S. White 
Director of Ensembles, Associate Professor of Music
David A. DeCenzo
President, Coastal Carolina University 
Coastal Carolina University Army ROTC
Coastal Carolina University Brass Ensemble
Ashton Fowler
Sophomore, Vocal Performance Major
The Reverend Mark Burlinson
Chaplain Council, Coastal Carolina University 
David A. DeCenzo
Carlos C. Johnson
Vice Chairman, Coastal Carolina University Board of Trustees
David A. DeCenzo
J. Ralph Byington
Provost and Executive Vice President, Coastal Carolina University 
Logan C. Jerrell 
Senior, Marine Science and Biology Major
ORDER OF EXERCISES
Presentation of Candidates for Degrees
Conferring of Degrees in Course
Alumni
Alma Mater ~ Coastal Carolina
Benediction
Recessional





Head Football Coach, Chairman of the Department of Athletics,
Coastal Carolina University





Dean, College of Science
Woodrow Ford III ‘05
Second Vice President, 
Coastal Carolina University Alumni Association
Coastal Carolina University Brass Ensemble 
Ashton Fowler
The Reverend Mark Burlinson
Coastal Carolina University Brass Ensemble
Monica S. Bell
Chair, Department of Theatre
William E. Hills





Joe Moglia is the head football coach 
and the chairman of the Department 
of Athletics at Coastal Carolina 
University, as well as the chairman of 
the board of TD Ameritrade.
In his last 10 seasons of coaching 
college football, Joe Moglia has been 
part of eight championship teams. 
In his first five seasons at Coastal 
Carolina University, he led his team 
to the national playoffs five times and 
was conference champion four times. 
He has also received multiple Coach 
of the Year honors, including the 
Eddie Robinson National Coach of the 
Year. He is the recipient of the Vince 
Lombardi Award and has been induct-
ed into the Lombardi Hall of Fame. 
Moglia has been a football coach for 24 
years, but it’s not a traditional 24 years. 
He began his career as a coach for 16 
years, moved to the business world for 
more than 20 years, and went back to 
coaching in 2009. 
In his first stint as a coach, he won 
two Ivy League Championships as the 
defensive coordinator at Dartmouth, 
led units that set defense and kicking 
records at Lafayette, and turned two 
high school programs around.
Before joining the Coastal Carolina 
University staff, he was executive 
adviser to the head football coach at 
Nebraska, where he was part of two 
Holiday Bowls and two Big 12 North 
Championships. He received the 
Sharp Trophy for Leadership as voted 
by the players.
In 2011, he was head coach of the 
Omaha Nighthawks in the United 
Football League.
In the business world, Moglia entered 
the MBA Training Program at Merrill 
Lynch in 1984, where there were 
26 trainees, 25 MBAs and one foot-
ball coach. By 1988, he was Merrill  
Lynch’s number one producer in the 
world. He became the CEO of TD 
Ameritrade in 2001. Over the next 
seven years, shareholders enjoyed a 
500 percent return as the firm grew   
its market cap from $700 million to 
$10 billion, and today TD Ameritrade 
has client assets of more than $1.2 
trillion. In 2008, after the firm had six 
record years in a row, Moglia stepped 
down as CEO and became chairman 
of the board.
Moglia has received the Ellis Island 
Medal of Honor and the Sharp Trophy 
for Leadership. He has been honored 
by the National Italian American 
Foundation, the Columbus Citizens 
Foundation, the South Carolina 
Football Hall of Fame, and the 
American Institute for Stuttering. 
He has also been inducted into six 
Halls of Fame and is the recipient of 
three honorary doctorates.
Moglia has had a book written about 
his life, and he is the only author in the 
world to have written books on both 
investing and football.
Head Football Coach, Chairman of the Department of Athletics,
Coastal Carolina University




Maura Kenny, professor of art, 
joined the CCU faculty in 1986. 
In her three decades of teaching, 
she has been instrumental in the 
growth and excellence of the 
Department of Visual Arts at CCU. 
During that time, the department 
has grown from three full-time faculty members to 20 
and now offers three bachelor’s degrees: in art studio, 
art history and graphic design. 
Kenny grew up in Bristol, Conn. She earned a bachelor’s 
degree in art education from Southern Connecticut 
State College and an MFA in painting from the 
University of North Carolina at Greensboro. Prior to 
Coastal, she taught art for four years in the Connecticut 
public school system. 
In her professional career as an artist, Kenny’s paintings 
have been exhibited in numerous international, national 
and regional juried art exhibitions, as well as 10 one-




Gregory C. Geer, associate 
professor of educational 
leadership, joined the CCU faculty 
in 2009 as the inaugural faculty 
member of the M.Ed. in education 
leadership program, which he 
coordinated for six years. During 
his tenure, Geer developed many of the educational 
leadership courses, assisted in accreditation processes 
and served as chair of the Intercollegiate Athletics 
Committee. He is proud that many graduates of his 
program have assumed leadership positions as district 
office officials, school principals, assistant principals and 
teacher leaders throughout the region. 
Geer earned a Ph.D. in education administration and 
policy studies from the University of Albany, a master’s 
degree in economics from Syracuse University’s 
Maxwell School of Public Citizenship, and a bachelor’s 
degree in history from the State University of New 
York at Potsdam, where he also earned a certificate of 
advanced study in education leadership. As an alumnus, 
he was awarded the 2007 St. Lawrence Academy Medal 
by SUNY at Potsdam, recognizing his outstanding 
service as an educator. 
Prior to Coastal, Geer had more than 30 years’ 
experience as a PK-12 educator culminating as a school 
district superintendent in upstate New York.  
The custom of wearing a distinctive dress for academic 
ceremonies dates back to the Middle Ages, when people 
dressed in keeping with their class: nobility, clergy or 
third estate. The faculties of American universities have 
worn distinguishing costumes since the beginning, in 
1636, at Harvard University.
Today, academic regalia is worn in the United States by 
persons taking part in academic ceremonies in general,    
at commencement exercises, at baccalaureate services        
and at various inauguration ceremonies, such as the 
installation of a president, the conferring of an honorary 
degree on a distinguished guest or the laying of the 
cornerstone of a building.
The institutions awarding degrees, the nature of the 
degrees and the major fields of knowledge represented 
by the degrees can be readily identified by the designs 
and colors used.
The baccalaureate gown is the simplest in design. Usually 
black, it is distinguished by a wide yoke with shirring in 
front and back and by open flowing sleeves that end in a 
point. The baccalaureate gown is worn closed.
The master’s gown is similar to the baccalaureate gown 
except that it has a closed or glove sleeve that is open at 
the wrist. The master’s gown has no other trim and may 
be worn either open or closed. 
The doctoral gown is full flowing and has large bell-
shaped sleeves. It is trimmed with velvet panels down the 
front and has velvet chevrons on the sleeves. While black 
is still the predominant color for doctoral gowns, the trim 
may be in a color that denotes the wearer’s discipline or 
the color of the gown may denote the wearer’s university.
The square Oxford cap, or mortarboard, of serge or 
broadcloth with a stiff crown is traditionally black. 
Once the baccalaureate degree has been conferred, 
the tassel is worn on the left side. The tassel is usually   
black, but may be of a color denoting the major field of 
knowledge for bachelor’s and master’s degrees and gold 
for doctoral degrees.
Candidates who are eligible to be recognized for 
graduation with honors wear the embroidered official 
white honor stole with the University Seal at graduation. 
Also, students who are members of the University Honors 
Program, the Wall Fellows, the Jackson Scholars, the Dyer 
Fellows, the Swain Scholars or other selected University 
honors programs are eligible to wear the University stole.
Recognized honor societies by Coastal Carolina 
University are:
• Alpha Kappa Delta: Sociology
• Alpha Psi Omega: Theatre
• Alpha Sigma Lambda: Adult Students
• Beta Alpha Psi: Accounting/Finance
• Beta Beta Beta: Biology
• Beta Gamma Sigma: Business
• Eta Sigma Delta: Hospitality
• Eta Sigma Gamma: Health Promotion
• Gamma Sigma Epsilon: Biochemistry / Chemistry
• Golden Key: International
• Kappa Delta Pi: Education
• Omicron Delta Epsilon: Economics
• Omicron Delta Kappa: Leadership
• Phi Alpha Theta: History
• Phi Eta Sigma: Freshmen
• Phi Sigma Pi: International
• Phi Sigma Tau: Philosophy
• Pi Mu Epsilon: Mathematics
• Pi Sigma Alpha: Politics
• Psi Chi: Psychology
• Sigma Tau Delta: English
• Triota: Women’s and Gender Studies
• Upsilon Eta: Communication
• Upsilon Pi Epsilon: Computer Science
ACADEMIC REGALIA AND PROCESSION
The greatest degree of symbolism is represented by 
the hood. The size and shape of the American hood 
mark the college degree attained by the wearer. The 
lining of the hood is indicative of the college from 
which the degree was granted. If more than one color 
is used, one color is generally arranged as a chevron 
upon the other. The velvet trim of the hood indicates 
the major field of knowledge.
• Anthropology: Golden Yellow
• Business Administration: Drab 
• Communication: Crimson
• Computer Science: Golden Yellow
• Divinity / Theology: Scarlet
• Dramatic Arts: Brown
• Economics: Copper
• Education: Light Blue
• Engineering: Orange
• English: White





• Library Science: Lemon
• Mathematics: Golden Yellow
• Marine Science: Golden Yellow
• Medicine: Kelly Green
• Music: Pink
• Nursing: Apricot
• Speech: Silver Gray
• Pharmacy: Olive Green
• Philosophy: Dark Blue
• Physical Education: Sage Green
• Physics: Golden Yellow
• Political Science: Dark Blue
• Public Administration: Peacock Blue
• Public Health: Salmon Pink
• Science: Golden Yellow
• Social Science: Citron
Most academic ceremonies begin and end with an 
academic procession. At Coastal Carolina University, 
candidates for degrees are first and process in the order 
in which the degrees will be bestowed, followed by the 
faculty, with senior professors first, and the platform party.
ACADEMIC REGALIA AND PROCESSION
On the evening of July 23, 1954, a group of Horry 
County citizens met at the Horry County Memorial 
Library to discuss a daring proposal – the creation of a 
local college. These civic leaders were determined to 
improve the educational and economic profile of the 
area, and in less than two months – on Sept. 20 – Coastal 
Carolina Junior College held its first classes in the old 
Conway High School (enrollment: 53). 
For its first four years, the new endeavor was sponsored 
by the College of Charleston. In 1958, Horry County 
voters approved a referendum levying a three-mill tax 
to fund the two-year college independently. Members 
of the college’s governing board, the Coastal 
Educational Foundation, personally pledged funds to 
meet financial shortfalls.
From the beginning, Coastal Carolina has maintained 
a close, reciprocal relationship with the surrounding 
region, which during the past half-century has advanced 
from a primarily agricultural district into a major Atlantic 
coast resort. In 1959, the state’s general assembly 
created the Horry County Higher Education Commission, 
a regulatory body to manage the college’s county tax 
money. For more than 50 years, the Coastal Educational 
Foundation, which concentrates on private fundraising, 
and the Horry County Higher Education Commission 
have worked in concert to guide the University’s 
endowment and fiscal policies.
In 1960, Coastal Carolina became a regional campus in 
the University of South Carolina system, the beginning  
of a 33-year affiliation. (The deal was finalized at the 
Chat & Chew restaurant in Turbeville, halfway between 
Conway and Columbia.) The following year, a site was 
chosen for a permanent campus. 
The traditional Georgian architecture of the first campus 
structure, now the Edward M. Singleton Building, set        
the style for the new campus when it was completed 
in 1963. Enrollment was 110 that year, and it increased 
steadily during the 1960s. The present Clark and Marcia 
Parker Atheneum Hall was built in 1966, featuring the 
trademark symbol of the institution. In 1975, USC 
Coastal Carolina College awarded its first four-year 
bachelor’s degrees, and the first residence halls opened 
in 1987.
By the end of the 1980s, enrollment had reached 
4,000 and there were 175 full-time faculty members. In 
view of sustained growth and obvious potential, many 
supporters of the college believed that the time had 
come to consider leaving the USC system. In 1991, the 
Horry County Higher Education Commission voted to 
seek legislative approval to establish an independent 
Coastal Carolina University. This bold move, a watershed 
event in our history, was officially accomplished in 1993 
when Gov. Carroll Campbell signed the bill on the steps 
of the Singleton Building. 
Coastal Carolina’s new status as an independent state 
university set the stage for a new era of growth and 
achievement. During the next decade, graduate courses 
were offered for the first time; new academic and 
residence buildings were added; the faculty increased 
in number and distinction; and the institution began 




















HISTORY OF COASTAL CAROLINA UNIVERSITY
In September 2003, Coastal Carolina University won its 
inaugural football game in the brand-new Brooks Stadium. 
A founding member of the Big South Conference since 
1983, the Chanticleers (our mascot, derived from The 
Canterbury Tales) have a proud history in 19 sports, 
winning the conference’s Sasser Cup a total of 11 times.
In 2004, Coastal Carolina University celebrated its 50th 
anniversary. Enrollment reached 7,000 students, and 
the campus was expanding significantly, with properties 
now situated across U.S. 501 and S.C. 544 as well as its 
splendid 1,105-acre ocean research site on Waties Island. 
Under the administration of President David A. DeCenzo, 
CCU’s leadership has successfully held down costs while 
advancing the University’s academic progress. For two 
years (2012 to 2014), tuition for in-state undergraduates 
did not increase, even during a significant building 
program. This was achieved as a result of careful long-
range planning, augmented by a local 1-cent sales tax 
for education-related construction. Enrollment is now 
more than 10,600 students.
In 2014, Coastal Carolina University established its first 
doctoral degree program, in coastal and marine systems 
science. The Chanticleer baseball team won the NCAA 
College World Series on June 30, 2016, the first national 
title for CCU. On July 1, 2016, the Chanticleer athletic 
programs officially joined the Sun Belt Conference.     
CCU was named a Purple Heart University in 2017, 
recognizing the University’s long record of support for 
the military.






  B.A.E., Coastal Carolina University, 2012
Michael Scott Ballard
  B.A., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1993
Iris Stackhouse Barr
  M.E.D., University of Florida, 2003
Kelley Anne Baxley
  M.S.E., SUNY College-Plattsburg, 2005
  B.A., SUNY College-Potsdam, 2003
Amanda Tiller Bethea
  B.A., Clemson University, 2013
Cassie Lee Bonnell
  M.E.D., California University-Pennsylvania, 2012
  B.S., California University-Pennsylvania, 2005
  B.A., Ursinus College, 2004
Nina Morrison Brook
  B.A., Georgia State University, 1986
Kelly Margaret Calcagni
  B.A., Mercyhurst College, 2011
Kelsey Ann Callahan
  B.A.E., Coastal Carolina University, 2016
Judith Todd Causey
  B.A.E., Coastal Carolina University, 2011
Joshua Ryan Cutright
  M.A.T., Coastal Carolina University, 2008
  B.A., West Virginia University, 2004
Tami Lynn Elswick
  M.S.W., University of Cincinnati, 1997
  B.A., Miami University-Oxford, 1994
Anna Joy Foltz
  B.S., Winthrop University, 2013
Catherine Michelle Foultz
  B.A.E., Coastal Carolina University, 1998
E. CRAIG WALL SR. 




  B.S.B.A., Coastal Carolina University, 2013
Elena Sorokina Draiss
  B.S.B.A., Coastal Carolina University, 2016
Christopher William Durand
  B.S.B.A., Coastal Carolina University, 2017
Matthew Christopher Jiron
  B.S., Clemson University, 2001
Elizabeth Kay Kahn
  B.S., Presbyterian College, 2016
Charlotte Cooper Siniscalchi
  B.A., Michigan State University, 2006
Scarlett Desiree Trainor
  B.S.B.A., Coastal Carolina University, 2015
Master of Business Administration
Olivia Jane Barnhardt
  B.S.B.A., Coastal Carolina University, 2017
Michel Ange Enanga
  B.S., Coastal Carolina University, 2016
Taylor Francese Farrow
  B.S.B.A., Coastal Carolina University, 2017
Timothy Kale Harrelson
  B.S.B.A., Coastal Carolina University, 2016
Ceequan Rashawn King
  B.S.B.A., Coastal Carolina University, 2015
Uriel Javarreya Smith-Jackson
  B.S.B.A., Coastal Carolina University, 2016
Penny Strong Gamble
  M.E.D., Columbia College-South Carolina, 2002
  B.S., Francis Marion University, 2000 
Whitney Lynn Glenn
  B.A., Clemson University, 2007
Daniel Harris Godfree
  B.A., Presbyterian College, 1998
Latoya Patrice Green
  B.A., Coastal Carolina University, 2008
Batrice Carmel Haigh
  B.A.I., Coastal Carolina University, 2013
Julianne Harrison
  B.A.E., Coastal Carolina University, 2012
Kimberly L. Hughes
  M.E.D., Francis Marion University, 2015
  B.S.B., Coker College, 2007
Shannon Sue Huth
  M.E.D., Coastal Carolina University, 2016
  B.S.E., Slippery Rock University, 2012
Kathryn Hewitt Jackson
  M.S., Walden University, 2005
  B.S., Francis Marion University, 1998
Tynesha Lashai James
  B.A.E., Coastal Carolina University, 2015
Tynisha Mona James
  B.A.E., Coastal Carolina University, 2015
Cynthia Rochelle Johnson
  M.E.D., Coastal Carolina University, 2002
  B.A.E., Coastal Carolina University, 1997
Caroline Catherine Kelly
  B.A., Dowling College, 2006
Matthew Robert Kling
  B.S.E., Clarion University-Pennsylvania, 2009
Cody Thomas Knight
  M.E.D., Coastal Carolina University, 2013
  B.S.E., Indiana University-Pennsylvania, 2011
DEGREES IN COURSE
Kasey Shaffer-Davidson Knight
  M.E.D., Coastal Carolina University, 2013
  B.S.E., Indiana State University, 2011
Kristine Laurel Kowaleski
  B.A.E., Coastal Carolina University, 2012
  B.S., Siena College, 1998
Chester Henderson Ligon Jr.
  B.A.E., Coastal Carolina University, 1994
Lauren Therese Litcofsky
  B.A., SUNY College-New Paltz, 2011
Amanda Sue Lyons
  B.A.E., Coastal Carolina University, 2014
Teressa Michelle Marshall
  M.A., Nova Southeastern University, 2005
  B.A.E., Coastal Carolina University, 2003
  B.S., University of South Carolina, 1990
Amanda Harris McDermott
  B.S., Newbury College, 2008
Anna Caughman McDowell
  B.S., Erskine College, 1997
Aimee Williams McElveen
  M.A.T., Queens University-Charlotte, 2008
  B.A., Queens University-Charlotte, 1999
Heather Ray McPherson
  B.S., University of North Carolina at Pembroke, 2012
Amy Etchegaray Murray
  B.A.E., Coastal Carolina University, 2014
Julie Walker Paulson
  M.A.T., University of South Carolina, 2006
  B.A., University of South Carolina, 2005
Alexandra Marie Reed
  B.S.E., Southwest Missouri State University, 2011
Emily Ann Reichbach
  B.S., College of Charleston, 2012
Amy Denise Sanders
  M.E.D., Cambridge College-Massachusetts, 2012




Thomas Francis Cocke V
  B.S., Coastal Carolina University, 2013
Caroline Michaela Collatos
  B.A., Boston University, 2014 
Brady Alexander Evans
  B.S., Shawnee State University, 2015
Patrick James Ferro
  B.S., Coastal Carolina University, 2016
Thomas Scott Funk
  B.S., University of Georgia at Athens, 2010
Jordan G. Gardner
  B.S., Claflin University, 2016
James Daniel Hucks
  M.B.A., Coastal Carolina University, 2013
  B.S.B.A., Coastal Carolina University, 2010
Kerron Maliek Johnson
  B.S., Coastal Carolina University, 2016
Mary Lee King
  B.S., University of Akron, 2014
Samantha Marie Ladewig
  B.S., Concordia University, 2014
Matthew Eric Larsen
  B.A., Lawrence University, 2013
Akim S. Mahmud
  B.S., City College of New York, 2016
Cassidy Skye Mitchell
  B.S., James Madison University, 2016
Candice Shante’ Moses
  B.S., Coastal Carolina University, 2014
Ike Robert Vayansky
  B.S., Coastal Carolina University, 2016
Austin James Wilson
  B.S., Syracuse University, 2016
Irina Sergeevna Soloveva
  B.A., Coastal Carolina University, 2015
 Sara Jean Teal
  B.A., Coker College, 2015
Cynthia Nicole Threatt
  B.S., Appalachian State University, 2011
Katie Lynn Thrower
  B.A., Montclair State University, 2008 
Candace Alexandria Tisdale
  B.A.E., Coastal Carolina University, 2015
Taya-Lynn Ann Toscani
  B.A., Rutgers University, 2004
William Marvin Volk
  B.A., University of South Carolina, 2009
Stacy Bigley Williams
  M.A., Webster University, 1998
  B.S., Gannon University, 1989
Lacy Rochelle Wineberger
  B.S., Appalachian State University, 2011
THOMAS W. and ROBIN W. 
EDWARDS COLLEGE of 
HUMANITIES and FINE ARTS
Master of Arts
Zonghui Li
  B.A., Zhoukou Normal University, 2015
Cody Wayne Norris
  B.A., Coastal Carolina University, 2016 
Richard Thomas O’Leary
  B.A., Coastal Carolina University, 2016
Nicholas Crea Powell
  B.A., Coastal Carolina University, 2015
Lanessa Marie Salvatore
  B.A., Coastal Carolina University, 2015
Marcus D’Royal Williamson
  B.S., Coastal Carolina University, 2017
DEGREES IN COURSE
The list of candidates for graduation was prepared before final grades were reported, and inclusion herein 
does not constitute evidence of graduation. The listing of a name in this program should not be construed 
as an indication that the person will, in fact, receive a degree from Coastal Carolina University at this 
commencement. Conversely, the absence of a student’s name from this list does not necessarily mean that 
the person will not be awarded a degree.
Honors for degree candidates are based on the cumulative grade point average on file at the end of the 
previous term. Honors to be printed on the diplomas will be based on the final Coastal Carolina University 
cumulative grade point average.
Where indicated with an icon (ò), the individual has completed all requirements for multiple degrees.
Where indicated with an icon ( ° ), the individual has received the Trustee Award.
summa cum laude
cumulative GPA of 4.0
magna cum laude
cumulative GPA of 3.75 to 3.999
cum laude
cumulative GPA of 3.5 to 3.749
ò dual degree
 ° Trustee Award
E. CRAIG WALL SR. 
COLLEGE of BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION 
Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Science in 
Business Administration
Christian Carhart Adams ò 





Richard Frank Arcuri Jr.
Jack Michael Armstrong
Gerald Lavon Baker Jr.
  ~cum laude
Alexandria Mary Barnhart ° 




  ~cum laude
Serena Lynn Bethle
  ~magna cum laude
Vincent Salvatore Bisulca
Sara Bondar
  ~magna cum laude
Erica Anne Boomhower
  ~magna cum laude
Dylan Bric Boston
  ~magna cum laude
Timothy James Boush
Emma Marie Brackman
Zackary Lee Brady °
  ~cum laude
Courtney Rose Brandenberger
  ~cum laude
Noah Michael Breeden °







  ~magna cum laude
Jonathan Peter Burlinson
Ann Chen Butbul




  ~magna cum laude
Bryce Daniel Challenger
Gabrielle Alexandria Cheeseman





  ~magna cum laude
Ian J. Clauser
Bailey Jonathan Clay
  ~magna cum laude















Zachary Edward Joseph Duclos
Jessie Mae Dumas
  ~magna cum laude
Michael Wayne Eisenhardt




  ~cum laude
Danielle Taylor Ferrer
  ~magna cum laude
Nicholas Alexzander Foley
Michael James Ford
  ~magna cum laude
James Robert Forrester
Anthony Thomas Frank
  ~magna cum laude
Jacob Andrew Freedman









  ~magna cum laude
Dalton Marvin Gay
Devon Nicole Geraghty





  ~magna cum laude
Kristen Michelle Goins
Emily Jayde Graham
  ~summa cum laude
Ashley Brooke Grainger
  ~magna cum laude
Jamesha Samonea Grant
Trevor Allen Greene
  ~cum laude
Andrew Scott Griffin
Marc Alan Griffin °
  ~cum laude
Matthew Brian Haman
  ~cum laude
Malene Krolboll Hansen
  ~magna cum laude
Andrew Evans Harrell
  ~cum laude
Thomas Blake Harrelson












  ~cum laude
Nicole Marie Kelly





  ~cum laude
Haley Alexandra Kyger




Rachael Leigh Larsen °








  ~magna cum laude
Christian James Lugo
Kyle William Mahon
Michael R. Maiorelle Jr.
Rebekah Alexandra Maltry °










  ~magna cum laude
Eric Jerrell McQueen Sr.
Blair Alexander Mitchell
Matthew Todd Mitchell
  ~cum laude
Taylor Deanne Moon





  ~cum laude
Rachel Elizabeth Neeb
Haley Margaret Netchaeff °




















  ~cum laude
David Robert Quill
Nicole Anne Rafferty






Bobby P. Rogers Jr.
Lindsey Allison Rowe
Justin Alan Rowell
  ~cum laude
Jacob Reed Rowles
Lisa Jean Marie Saguto
  ~magna cum laude
Thomas Byram Scheffler
  ~magna cum laude
Joshua Charles Schiavo-Greenly
Reanna McQueen Schnubel
  ~magna cum laude
Courtney Elizabeth Scott









Samuel James Spagnola II
Clifton Chance Spangler
  ~cum laude
Josephine Maria Staebler
Sarina N. Stasi
Kenneth Lee Stillwell Jr.
  ~magna cum laude
Monica Nicole Stukes





  ~cum laude
Rylee Emelia Trotter
Huntington Lee Truss





  ~magna cum laude
Justin Thomas Vitiello
  ~cum laude
Gabrielle Lynn Vujanic
  ~magna cum laude
Jordan Elizabeth Waite
  ~cum laude
Justin Donald Walz





  ~cum laude
Patrick Blake Webster
Brandon Edwin Weiss





Timothy Scott Williams Jr.
  ~cum laude
James Patrick Wilson
Paris Renee Winters 




  ~magna cum laude
Mengyu Xia
Alfred Crawford Youngblood IV
  ~cum laude
Pengyu Yu
  ~cum laude
Shiyue Zhang
  ~cum laude
Yiwen Zhang
  ~cum laude
Xixi Zhou






Bachelor of Arts in Education
Bachelor of Science in 
Physical Education
Maria Danielle Acosta
  ~magna cum laude
Samantha Jo Asbury









  ~magna cum laude
Loren Patricia Cervenka
  ~cum laude
Kristine Lynn Champlin
  ~cum laude
Lauren Miller Chapman
  ~magna cum laude
Madison Alexandra Christy
  ~magna cum laude
Jaime Rose Ciarletto
  ~summa cum laude
Courtney Elizabeth Claudfelter
  ~magna cum laude
Diogenes Malachi Cleary Jr.
Carley Marie Conti
  ~cum laude
Bailee Elizabeth Cribb
Garth Allen DeBell II
Daniel Anthony Dibenedetto
Paige Noelle Dieter
  ~magna cum laude
Alana Dorothea Michelle Drummond
Megan Rose Dulen
  ~cum laude
Conner Jameson Elms °
  ~magna cum laude
Jonah Aaron Fesko
  ~magna cum laude
Savannah Nichole Fowler
  ~cum laude
Amber J.E.M. Gaffey




  ~cum laude
Katelin McKenzie Hardee °
  ~summa cum laude
Jessica Shea Hilt °
  ~magna cum laude
Kyla Rose Hilty
  ~magna cum laude
Makayla Howard
  ~cum laude
Rodger Hayes Huggins °
Alexandra Clare Johnson °
Jillian Erin Johnson
  ~cum laude
Kathryn Aileen Johnson
  ~summa cum laude
DEGREES IN COURSE
Victoria Leigh Johnson
  ~magna cum laude
Ashley Danielle Jordan
  ~magna cum laude
Brandon Elaine Key
Katie Lynn Kolobielski
  ~magna cum laude
Patty Ann Kramer
Kacey Amanda Lewis
  ~cum laude
Sydney Camille Logan
Ashley Elizabeth Masliuk
  ~cum laude
Lauren Taylor McDonough
Jaymie Lee McDowell








  ~cum laude
Emily Faith Neil
  ~magna cum laude
Melissa Alma Newhook
  ~cum laude
Jennifer Nicole Page
  ~cum laude
Kennedy Madison Pearce
  ~cum laude
Emaleigh Elizabeth Phillips
  ~cum laude
Madison Paige Phillips
  ~magna cum laude
Stephanie Jorden Piechota
  ~cum laude
Angela Denise Prince
  ~cum laude
Christina Pudlo
  ~cum laude
Maelyn Stalvey Rogers
  ~magna cum laude
Courtney Jeanne Sabo
  ~cum laude
Emily Margaret Scheffler
  ~magna cum laude
Kayla Anne Sliger
  ~cum laude
Elizabeth Ann Marie Spegar
  ~summa cum laude
Whitney Nicole Stowe
Samantha Lynne Street
  ~magna cum laude
Mallory Brooke Suggs
  ~magna cum laude
Courtney Michelle Twing
  ~cum laude
De’Kwan Kahari Williams
Kayleigh Dawn Williams
  ~magna cum laude
Amber Elizabeth Wooten
Megan Denise Worrell
  ~summa cum laude




THOMAS W. and ROBIN W. 
EDWARDS COLLEGE of 
HUMANITIES and FINE ARTS
Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Jacob Ryan Abarbanell







  ~cum laude

























Raymond Michael Carroll Jr.
  ~cum laude
Carter Harrison Cashaw
Kaitlyn Ashley Cegielski
  ~cum laude
Joshua Matthew Cellucci






  ~cum laude
Morgan Meyer Conley






  ~cum laude
Matthew Michael Davies
Destiny Linda Marie Dean
Elisabeth Theresa DeCologero
Chantez Ricole Degraffenreid
  ~cum laude
Laronda Amber Dingle
Devann Brannan Donovan
  ~cum laude
Izabel Lyle Bundy Dorst














  ~cum laude
Nicole Marie Ferraro




  ~magna cum laude
Ian Franklin Frais
Cassidy Joy Frey
  ~cum laude
Hannah Victoria Garmon













  ~cum laude
Kara Michelle Hackett
Lindsey Jo Hamilton
  ~cum laude
Claudia Nicole Hammond
Linzay Leigh Hammond
Tiffany N. Hancock °






  ~magna cum laude
Tamara Noelle Hauck
Kyle Paul Hazeltine
Timothy Michael Hellaby Jr.
DEGREES IN COURSE
Korilyn Rae Hendricks













  ~cum laude
David Landon Jones
  ~cum laude
Tanya Rovetta Jones
Terrell Demarc Jones





  ~summa cum laude
Mary Cynthea Kelley
  ~magna cum laude
Kelsey Manetta Kerzman
Sophia Ariel Kider





  ~cum laude
Leah Cheyenne Kohler
  ~magna cum laude
Kelsey Rose Kramer




  ~cum laude
Seth Tyler Lancaster
Justin Lee Lesuer
  ~cum laude
Arieal Hannah Lesure
Daniel Jacob Lewis
  ~cum laude
Donna Marie Lewis




  ~magna cum laude
Austin James Mahon
Joshua Lev Malamud
Casey Elise Mallon °






  ~cum laude
Kyle William McCann
  ~cum laude
Valerie Faith McDougal
Bria Sydney McGaffic
David Fairley McInnis III
Desiree Nicole McMillan
Olivia Lee Meletes




  ~magna cum laude
Jessica Lee Moore
Rachel Louise Moore
Lindsey Nicole Morgan °
  ~magna cum laude
Kourtney Jade Mortimer
Allison Christina Moss °





  ~cum laude
Hunter Suriyun Ness
Nicholas Everett Nobile













  ~magna cum laude
Erin Nicole Paxton
  ~magna cum laude
Tiffenny Marchelle Pearson
  ~cum laude
Brenna Minh Peterson
Samantha Marie Philp
Richard George Piper III
Akiiana Mel-Laney Planter
Claire Marie Poeckes ò
  ~magna cum laude
April Pollock
  ~magna cum laude
Ana-Marie Pollutro







  ~summa cum laude
Phillip Andrew Rast
  ~magna cum laude
Tierra Briona Ravenell
Micah Hunter Ray
  ~cum laude
Breana Marcene Reeves
  ~cum laude
Cassidy Gail Remmell
Taylor Lynn Repp
  ~magna cum laude
Joshua Christopher Richard






  ~cum laude
Thaddeus Jacob Robinson
Colie Brent Rogers
Lucille Marie Romanik ò
  ~magna cum laude
Olivia Nicole Rose





  ~cum laude
Rana Mohamed Salem
Sarah Rose Santucci
Kaitlin Marie Schell °




  ~cum laude
Matthew Joseph Schneider
Devon Maria Scimone





























Stephen Nicholas Tafaro Jr.
Rachel Louise Thomas
Cassia Marie Thompson
Carlie Nicole Todd ò

















  ~cum laude
Austin Thomas Willett
Wesley Allen Williams







  ~cum laude
Alyssa Wright
Christopher John Wright Jr.













  ~cum laude
Colton John Aksomitus
  ~summa cum laude
Hale Danielle Alexander
Elizabeth Michelle Allard






Ronald Bernard Arbertha Jr.
Hannah Lea Arrington °
  ~summa cum laude
Jessica Marie Ayers












David Arnold Bennett Jr.
Megan Bennie


















  ~magna cum laude
Rachel Annette Byrd
Mallory Roe Yessin Byrne
  ~cum laude
Marissa Elizabeth Cain












  ~summa cum laude
Abigail Marie Chaney
  ~summa cum laude
Daniel James Chevalier
  ~cum laude
Anthony Robert Ciorra
Evan Lewis Claggett
Ariel Lillian Thalia Clark
  ~magna cum laude
Breanna Renee Combs
  ~cum laude
Adrian Javier Conty
Kelsey Nicole Corbin °






Abby Lee Ester Crawford
Taylor Marie Creagh













  ~magna cum laude
Ana Paula De Souza
Kristina Marie Dedicatoria







  ~magna cum laude
Shaquille Anfernee Dixon
  ~cum laude
Victoria Elizabeth Donaldson




  ~magna cum laude
Kaelea Marie Drake
  ~magna cum laude
John Anthony Duarte Jr.
Lauren Elizabeth Durant




















  ~magna cum laude
DEGREES IN COURSE
Dominique Evelyn Forbes
  ~magna cum laude
Rebecca George Ford °





  ~cum laude
Hannah Elizabeth Fuhrman



















  ~magna cum laude
Zachary Stephen Greppi
  ~cum laude
Ashley Mariah Grimm





Danielle Elizabeth Mary Guy
  ~magna cum laude
Jordan Clay Hagerud
Kylie Nichelle Haigh
  ~magna cum laude
Kamden Blaise Hall
Lezah Nicole Hanna
  ~magna cum laude
Alison B. Hannon
  ~cum laude
Leah Andrea Hardeman





  ~magna cum laude
Lauren Heald
  ~cum laude
Dylan Austin Hensel
Colin Todd Hildebeidel °
  ~cum laude
Taylor Nicole Hinds ò




















  ~magna cum laude
Sarah Kenai Kaminow
Max Cole Kanute
Matthew John David Kaplan
  ~magna cum laude
Olivia Lauren Keenan
Alexis Grace Kelly
  ~cum laude
Benjamin Daniel Kennedy





















  ~magna cum laude
Katie Kit Larue
David Laws III
  ~magna cum laude
Sora Musia Lebowitz









  ~cum laude
Madison Grace Lowe
Justin Frederick Lowes
  ~summa cum laude
Craig Joseph Lowrimore
Alexandra Poolson Lucas









Steven Thomas Manz III














  ~cum laude
















  ~cum laude
Skyler Olivia Munson
  ~magna cum laude
Christiana Myers




  ~magna cum laude
Ronald Lawrence Nicastro Jr.










  ~summa cum laude
Maddison Patricia O’Leary
  ~cum laude
Benjamin Joseph Onufer
  ~cum laude












Claire Marie Poeckes ò
  ~magna cum laude
Robin Nicole Powdrill
Deonte Markece Powell




  ~cum laude
Adara Leigh Ragsdale
Haley Nicole Ray




  ~magna cum laude
Emily Ann Ricardo





  ~cum laude
Kyla M. Robson
Kayli Diana Rohal
  ~magna cum laude
Lucille Marie Romanik ò














  ~magna cum laude
Casey Elise Silva
Carlton Michael Simmons Jr.
Le Roy Edward Simmons IV
Ashley Samone Simmons-Nesbitt
Courtney Elaine Estelle Singleton
Christopher Jon Slavin
Rebekah Anita Gail Sloan
Kimberly Lanette Small
Jasmine Marie Smith
  ~cum laude
Rachel LeeAnn Smith °
Victoria Brooke Smith
Mariah Lynn Smyth





  ~magna cum laude
Nora Lee Stanley
  ~magna cum laude
Terrill Trevon Stanley





Jacob Scott Strohl ò
Rodric Christopher Stuckey
Tyler James Sullivan





  ~magna cum laude
Amy Abby Lynn Taylor





  ~summa cum laude
Baxter Tyrome Thomas Jr.





  ~magna cum laude
Kaley Klawunn Towns
  ~cum laude
Danielle Ashley Treptow





Rachel Elizabeth Unger ò











  ~magna cum laude
Jessica Brooke Warman
Hannah Claire Weinberg













  ~magna cum laude
Brian Wing
Jonathan Thomas Winters Jr.











  ~cum laude
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Bachelor of Arts in 
Interdisciplinary Studies







  ~cum laude
Daniel Raymond Boucino


































COASTAL CAROLINA UNIVERSITY TRADITIONS
The University Seal
The seal of Coastal Carolina University designates the founding year of the institution and associates 
the campus symbol, the Atheneum, with the coastal locale of the University. Carrying the Latin 
motto – Ex Libertate Veritas (from liberty, truth) – the seal refers to the Temple of Athene in ancient 
Athens where professors and students came together. The Greek temple was named for Athena, 
the daughter of Zeus, who embodies wisdom and reason. The waves at the foot of the Atheneum 
acknowledge a diversified coastal environment encompassing a distinctive geography and history,   
a vital present, and an abundant future. The seal was commissioned by Trustee Oran P. Smith as a gift 
to celebrate the July 1, 1993, establishment of the University as an independent, public institution of 
higher education.
The University Logo
The identifying symbol of Coastal Carolina University captures the dynamic and traditional 
commitment of the University to teaching and learning. The Atheneum, constructed on the campus 
in 1966, is a recognized architectural symbol of a meeting place for persons engaged in literary and 
scientific pursuits. In the logo, the Atheneum is set against an undulating background that captures 
the energy and unbounded promise of the institution.  
The University Medallion
As symbols of events and affiliations, medallions in academic regalia can be traced to religious 
orders during the Middle Ages. Since many orders, societies and universities used similar 
designs – a circle, cross or an oval – the detailed artwork in the center of the medallion was 
adopted to differentiate each affiliation. Colleges and universities traditionally use ceremonial 
and commemorative medallions for formal occasions such as commencements, convocations 
and inaugurations, when academic regalia is worn. To commemorate Coastal Carolina’s status as 
an independent university, the institution’s medallion was commissioned in 1994. The installation 
of President Ronald R. Ingle on Oct. 22, 1994, was the first time the Coastal Carolina University 
medallion was publicly displayed.  
The University Mace
The University mace, the symbol of the Coastal Carolina University community, attaches significance 
to important events of the academic calendar. Commissioned by the Horry County Higher Education 
Commission, the mace was designed and crafted by silversmith Alfred D. Ward and presented to the 
University in the spring of 1997. The mace is carried during official convocations of the University by 
the senior member of the faculty. When not being used for a convocation, the mace is on display in 
the boardroom of the E. Craig Wall Sr. College of Business Administration.
The three-dimensional, 48-inch staff is topped with a 22-karat gold-plate model of the campus 
symbol, the Atheneum. Modified relief seals of the University and engraved lettering embellish the 
sterling silver cup. Supported by a base of solid walnut, the stem of the mace is adorned with sterling 
silver shells, reflecting the coastal location of the University. On the base of the stem is an engraved 
seal of the state of South Carolina, representing the University’s status as a public institution. 
Henry McMaster










John H. Bartell Jr.
Sixth Congressional District 
Samuel H. Frink
Gubernatorial Appointee
Natasha M. Hanna ’94
Seventh Congressional District
D. Wyatt Henderson ‘98
Fourth Congressional District
William L. Lyles Jr.
Third Congressional District






Patrick S. Sparks ’95
At-Large
Eugene C. Spivey ’91
At-Large
H. Delan Stevens ’79
At-Large
Samuel J. Swad ’86
At-Large




Payne H. Barnette Jr.
Trustee Emeritus
Dean P. Hudson ’80, ’11
Trustee Emeritus
James J. Johnson ’56
Trustee Emeritus
Clark B. Parker ’77
Trustee Emeritus
















Joseph O. Burroughs Jr.
Janis W. Chesson
Lisa B. Colvard ’96
Travis R. Dannelly 
Ruell L. Hicks 
Ruth S. Kearns ’68
Jill A. Lovell
R. Seth Rabon 
Julie M. Rajotte
Peter Yahnis




















Todd A. Setzer ’02
ex officio 
Brian D. Forbus ‘97
Chairman




Woodrow Ford III ’05
Second Vice President
Travis R. Dannelly ’06
Secretary/Treasurer
Lynne Andersen ‘84 




Treda Smith Grayson ’99
Pete Green Jr. ‘00 
Scott Hucks ’04





















COASTAL CAROLINA UNIVERSITY BOARD of TRUSTEES
HORRY COUNTY HIGHER EDUCATION COMMISSION
COASTAL CAROLINA UNIVERSITY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION BOARD of DIRECTORS





Tony K. Cox ‘80
Secretary/Treasurer





W. Jennings Duncan 
Edgar L. Dyer
Robin W. Edwards
Dalton B. Floyd Jr.
Michael F. Hagg
J. Stewart Haskin Jr.
Keith C. Hinson ‘69
Hal B. Holmes Jr.
Chris S. Huggins ‘90
Jody C. Hyden ‘88
Charles B. Jordan ‘64
Ann Brittain LeMay
William O. Marsh ‘86
James B. Moore Jr.
Michael D. Pruitt ‘84
David F. Singleton Sr.
Joseph F. Singleton
Robert C. Smith Jr. ‘67
Christopher St. John ‘01
Deborah Vrooman ‘74 
Dennis L. Wade
E. Craig Wall III
Ronald R. Ingle
Director Emeritus















Nancy Z. Jarrett ‘92
Executive Director
J. Michael Frazier ‘96 
Kevin Hagen ‘01
D. Wyatt Henderson ’98
Carlos C. Johnson
Jack L. Springs Jr.
David A. DeCenzo
ex officio
COASTAL CAROLINA UNIVERSITY STUDENT HOUSING FOUNDATION
Timothy E. Meacham ‘79
University Counsel
Travis E. Overton
Vice President for Executive 
Initiatives and Chief of Staff
Mark A. Roach ‘84







Edward J. Barker Jr. ’92
E. Lawton Benton
Paige L. Bird ’02






John W. Gandy Jr.
Theresa Roberts Gebhardt ’83
George H. Goldfinch Jr.
Tony Grant 
Gary L. Hadwin
Keith C. Hinson ’69
W. Christman Howard ’98
Christopher S. Huggins ’90
Melton J. Huggins III ’88
Batt Humphreys
Jay Infield 
Daniel H. Isaac Jr.
Thomas J. Johnson
Charles B. Jordan ’64





Clark B. Parker ’77
Henry J. Plyler ’05
Michael D. Pruitt ’84





Richard G. Singleton II
Steven Sisney 
John F. Smith ’83
Samuel R. Spann Jr.








































Catherine E. Battle 
G. Wayne Canady 
Robin W. Edwards














Darin V. Sutton ’90
Shaunna Szabo
Edward Tkacz
Deborah A. Vrooman ‘74
J. Edward White Jr. 
James M. Wooten
Gregory Lloyd Ackerman ’97 Timna Benson ’86 Danny Villacarlos Butler Stephanie M. Foote ’97 Estelle Biddle Shelton ’99 Robert P. Spino Jr. ’00, ‘11
E. CRAIG WALL SR. COLLEGE of BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION BOARD of VISITORS
SPADONI COLLEGE of EDUCATION BOARD of VISITORS
THOMAS W. and ROBIN W. EDWARDS COLLEGE of HUMANITIES and FINE ARTS BOARD of VISITORS
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE BOARD of VISITORS





















Tim Ricks ’87 
John Rutenberg 
Christopher St. John ‘01 
Dorsey Strickland ‘06






CHANTICLEER ATHLETIC FOUNDATION BOARD of DIRECTORS
Hearing Impaired Services 
An American Sign Language (ASL) interpreter will be on stage to accommodate guests who are deaf or hearing impaired. 
It is recommended that guests sit in Section 104 in view of the interpreter. Interpreters will not sign while graduate names 
are being read.
Engrave Your Legacy — Alumni Bricks
The Office of Alumni Relations extends a sincere congratulations to Coastal Carolina University’s Spring Class of 2018. 
Recognize your new Coastal Carolina University graduate with a lasting imprint on campus. The new Alumni Walk, which 
leads up to the recently renovated Clark and Marcia Parker Atheneum Hall Alumni Center, is being enhanced with a limited 
number of special bricks engraved with the names of alumni and friends. Money raised through the brick campaign will 
support CCU’s Alumni Endowed Scholarship for students.
To order a brick, visit ccubricks.com or stop by the Alumni Relations commencement table located in the concourse.
For more information, please call the Office of Alumni Relations at 843-349-ALUM (2586).
Stay in touch! 
Visit coastal.edu/alumni to keep your address up to date, renew your membership and find out about events in your area. 
CCU alumni are located around the country and are ready to welcome you!
Commencement DVDs 
To preserve your memories of this proud occasion, the Coastal Carolina University Alumni Association is making available 
a DVD of these commencement exercises. 
Orders can be placed today at the Alumni Relations table or ordered online at coastal.edu/commencement/orders. 
DVDs are $25 each, which includes shipping and handling; cash, check, VISA and MasterCard are accepted. 
DVDs will be shipped within a few weeks of your purchase date. 
Coastal Carolina University (CCU) does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, national origin, age, 
genetic information, mental or physical disability, or status as a disabled or Vietnam-era veteran in its admissions policies, programs, activities or employment practices. For more 
information relating to discrimination, please contact the CCU Title IX Coordinator/EEO Investigator, Coastal Carolina University, Kearns Hall 104B, Conway, SC; Title IX email 







We come to you to lead our search,
and learn to reach beyond ourselves –
below the earth, beyond the stars –
to form our dreams for better years.
Here, green and bronze in nature, light –
sweet pine forest that surround us,
ocean waters that sustain us –
reflect your standards that prepare us.
May we return in thought and care
to share your promise of enrichment,
and celebrate and sing our praise
for Coastal Carolina.
– Bennie Lee Sinclair
The Coastal Carolina University Alma Mater was written in 1994 by the late Bennie Lee Sinclair,
the fifth poet laureate of South Carolina, to commemorate the first year of the institution’s status as a university.
The original score for the Alma Mater was written by Coastal Carolina University emeritus professor William R. Hamilton.
